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Real numbers are represented as rational numbers in a symbolic manipulation system. The 
advantage ofusing this type of system performing numerical iterations i to reduce the round- 
off error of operations. In fact, the roundoff error f operations is equal to zero as the calcula- 
tion is exact. In this article, we will study he convergence properties of numerical iterations in
this type of machine. 
1. Introduction 
Real numbers are represented as rational numbers (or quotients of two integers) in a 
symbolic manipulation system. When we work on iterative methods in numerical 
analysis, we have to choose some arbitrary starting points. If we implement hese 
methods in a symbolic manipulation system, the starting points that we choose must be 
exact, that is to say, they could be represented as some rational numbers. We say that 
two iterat~ve numbers rt and rz are approximately equai f and only if Ir~ - r~l < ~ where 
is a small positive number. Since we start from some exact rational numbers, we should 
expect he computation of rt and r2 is exact. We let 
rl =P l /q l  
r2 = P2/q2 
If the number of iterations is "large", we might reach a situation that the numerators and 
the denominators in r 1 and r2 respectively are large numbers. Now 
r l  - r2 = P t /q t  - P2 /q2  
= (P lq2-  qL02) / (qlq2) 
If r~ is "approximately equal" to r2 in absolute value, then plq2 should also be "approxi- 
mately equal" to quo 2 in absolute value. Since pt, p2, qt and q~ are atI large integer 
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numbers, then there exists some positive number k, such that 
P lq2 "- X lX2"  " "xkx&+l " " "Xn 
and P2q l  =Y lY2""  "YkYk+l ' "  Yn 
where x~, Yi for i = 1 to n, are some integers in the range of 0 to 9, then 
x l=Y l ,  . , .  , xk=yk  
and I xk+l " ' "  X ,  -- y1~+1 " ' "  Ynl  < C 
where C is some positive integer number, which is "small" when comparing with qtqz. I f  
k=n,  then the given problem converges to r I or r 2. 
The above discussion is valid for the polynomial type of problems, i.e. problems 
that do not consist of special functions like sin, cos, log . . . . .  However, Taylor's series 
expansion could approximate these functions to some approximately equivalent polyno- 
mials (Goto et al, 1985). Therefore the given problem could be resmactured into an 
approximately equivalent polynomial problem. Numerical iterations hould apply well to 
a symbolic manipulation system if we ignore the processing time. The advantage of using 
this type of system performing numerical iterations is to reduce the roundoff error of 
operations, in fact, the roundoff error of operations i  equal to zero as the calculation is 
exact. The only error that could be involved is the restructuring of the given problem to
an approximately equivalent type of problem i.e the truncation error. 
2. Examples and Remarks 
We now try to use MACSYMA and REDUCE system to implement Newton's 
method for equation U(x) = 0. 
(1) MACSYMA System 
NEWTON (U ,VAR ,XO ,C) := 
BLOCK ([XN1 ,XN2,P  1 ,P2 ,Q 1 ,Q2 ,N  ,S], 
S : DIFF (U ,  VAR ), 
N:0 ,  
XN1 :XO,  
Loop,  
P 1 : NUM (XN1), 
Q 1 : DENOM (XN D,  
XN2 : X.N 1 - SUBST (XN1 ,VAR ,U) I SUBST (XN 1 ,VAR ,S) ,  
P2  : NUM (XN2), 
Q2 : DENOM (XN2), 
N :N+I ,  
IF ABS (P I *Q2-QI*P2)  < C THEN RETURN (XN1), 
IF N > 50 THEN RETURN (N), 
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XN1 :XN2, 
GO (Loop)) $ 
(2) REDUCE System 
PROCEDURE NEWTON (U ,XO , C); 
BEGIN SCALAR S ,XN1,XN2,P1 ,Q1,P2 ,  Q2,N; 
S :--- DF (U ,X) ; 
XN1 :=XO; 
N := 0; 
Loop : P 1 := NUM (XN 1); 
Q 1 :---DEN (XN 1); 
XN2 :=XN1 - SUB (X=XN1,U) / SUB (X---XN1,S); 
P2 := NUM (XN2); 
Q2 := DEN (XN2); 
N :=N+I ;  
IF ABS (P I*Q2-QI*P2)  < C THEN RETURN XN1; 
IF N > 50 TItEN RETURN N; 
XN1 : =XN2; 
GOTO Loop; 
END ; 
The purpose of introducing these two examples is to show that implementing a 
numerical method using a symbolic package is the same as using a high level language 
likes Pascal and Fortran. But several points should be considered, for example, 
-- How to choose a meaningful C? 
-- Relationship between C and E. 
-- Relationship between C, r I and r2. 
-- etc .... 
Matula and Kornerup (Komerup P. et al, 1978a, 1978b, 1979) have d6rived an iterative 
algorithm in their articles, which could solve all the remarks given above. This algo- 
rithm gives a series of rational approximations to a given rational number. The number of 
iterations is finite and we can stop at any step of the iteration. We will study how to apply 
their result to solve our problem through an example. 
3. Euclidean-Convergent Algorithm 
Let us rewrite the EC-algorithm here : 
For any p a 0, q ~1, let 
b_2=p ; p_2=0;  q_2= 1; 
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b_ l=q;  p_1=l ;  q_a=O.  
Determine a,- as the quotient, and bl as the non-negative remainder of the division of bi-2 
by bi-1, so 
b i -2  = h i -1  9 ai + bi 
and compute 
Pi  = P i -1 9 ai + P i -2  
qi = q i -1  9 ai + qi -2,  
for i = 0,1,2 ... until i = m, where b,,-i ~ 0, bin=0. 
For any rational x =p lq, the convergents Po/qo,  Pt Iqt ,  p21q2 . . . .  represent succes- 
sively finer and more accurate approximations to x. This algorithm can also allow us to 
define the number of digits in the numerator and the denominator. 
Let us study one example. We would like to see how close is 568/9432 with respect 
to 56619430 9 And at all time, the number of significant digits for the denominator and the 
numerator cannot exceed 3. Let us construct he EC-tables for 568/9432 and 566/9430 
respectively. 
! 
_-2 
-1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
,,6, 
7 
For  568/9432 
/~; a: D; ~: B; ! ql" 
568 0 1 
9432. 1 . . 0 
568 0 0 1 0 
344 16 1 16 .. 1/16 
244 1 1 17 1 / 17 
120 1 2 33 2./33. 
104 1 3 50 ..] 3/50 
16. 1 5 83 5/83. 
8. 6 33 1.548 33/_548 
0 
i b; 
-2 566  
-1 9430 
0 566 
1 374 
2 192 
3 182 
4 10 
5 2 
6 0 
For 566/9430 
0 1 
1 0 
0 0 i I ' 'K 0 
16 1 1/16 
1 1 17- 1 / 17 
1 2 3.3 2/33 
1 3 50 3/50 
18 .56 933 56/.933 
From these two tables, we can conclude that 
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568 t9432 is approximated by 33/548 
566/9430 is approximated by 56/933. 
Therefore instead of calculating 156819432-566/94301, we can just calculate 
I 33/548 - 56/933 I which is equal to 101/511284. We can now construct the EC-table for 
101/511284 which is as follows : 
For 101/511284 
i' "b; ai p~ a~ w / a~' 
-2 I01 0 1 
-1 51128.4 1 0 
o 101 o o 1 " 6 
! 22 5062 1 5062 .... 115062. 
2, 13 4 4 * 
3 9 .,1 5 * 
,4, 4 1 9 * 
5 ,,! 2 23 * . 
6 .0 
9 (number exceeds 4 digits) 
From the above table, we can conclude that the difference of the two given numbers 
(i.e. 568/9432 and 566/9430) in absolute value is approximately equal to zero based on our 
3-digits system and approximately equal to 1/5062 based on the 4-digits system. After 
applying the EC-algorithm, we can see more clearly how small is the difference of the 
two numbers. 
4. Appl ications 
In this section, we will study how to apply EC-algorithm to a numerical iterative 
method, Assuming we are working on Newton method and would like to solve U(x)=0. 
We construct our subroutine with the following heading and parameters : 
NEWTON 03 , X ,  X0, C,  MAX1 , MAX2, MAX3) 
where U is the function to be solved with variable X, X0 is the starting value. For the 
convergence checking, as we are working on rational number iteration, we make use of 
the idea given in Section 3, i.e. obtaining the approximately equivalent rational number 
by the EC-algorithm through a number of MAX1 iterations. We define the method con- 
verges if the denominator is greater than the numerator in absolute value and the differ- 
enee of the number of digits for the denominator and the numerator is greater than a posi- 
tive integer constant C. In case of non-convergence, we set the maximum number of 
iterations to be equal to MAX2, in order to exit from the loop. ff the method converges, 
we compare the root obtained and the number obtained by invoking the EC-algorithm 
again on the root after MAX3 iterations. We implemented this algorithm into two sym- 
bolic manipulation systems, MACSYMA on VAX UNIX version and REDUCE version 
3.3. (see Appendix I and Appendix 1I for the source codes). As can be seen from the 
result, the EC-aigorithm applied well to a symbolic manipulation system, and the results 
obtained from the two systems that we have used were consistent. 
We have slightly modified the program written in REDUCE language to enable us 
to study the rror between the actual root obtained and the approximate root obtained by 
invoking the EC-Algorithm. From the result, we can easily conclude that the accuracy of 
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the root depends on how we choose the number MAX3, and the error obtained also 
justified that the EC-Algorithm followed the same conclusion as normal calculation. 
We ignore the study of the case when the method iverges as we know that the ini- 
tial guess of the solution is important for an iterative method. Careful study of the proper- 
ties of a given function might help especially when the function exists several solutions. 
Unfortunately this does not imply that if we choose a starting point which is in the neigh- 
borhood of the solution, converges to the required solution, especially if we work on 
floating point arithmetic. Whereas in our case, the risk is minimized as we work on exact 
calculation. We also enjoy an advantage of testing a number equals to zero (see Pro- 
cedure NEWTON in APPENDIX I and II), and this is impossible to test a real number 
equals to zero in floating point arithmetic. 
5. Conclusion 
From the above discussion, we can adopt the algorithm given by Matula and 
Kornerup to interpret a "large" rational number, in the sense that both the numerator and 
the denominator are large numbers, and hence define a criteria for the convergence 
checking. Implementation f the EC-algorithm into a symbolic manipulation system 
(e.g. MACYSMA or REDUCE) does not impose us too much problem as can be seen 
from the two programs that we have written, and both systems provide us the builtin 
functions like NUM, DENOM, REMAINDER and QUOTIENT in MACSYMA system 
and NUM, DEN and REMAINDER in REDUCE system which allow us to extract he 
information easily of the rational number for our purpose. 
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APPENDIX I : MACSYMA version 
(c5) batch(ec); 
(c6) ECALGO(P,Q,MAX) := 
BLOCK([B 1,B2,I,P1,P2,Q1,Q2,A,TEMP1,TEMP2], 
B1 :P, 
B2:Q,  
P I '0 ,  
P2: 1, 
Q I : I ,  
Q2:0,  
I :0 ,  
lax, p, 
IF I > MAX or B2=0 THEN GO(Out), 
TEMP2 : B2, 
B2 : REMAINDER(B 1,B2), 
A : QUOTIENT(B I,TEMP2), 
B1 : TEMP2, 
TEMP1 : P2, 
TEMP2 : Q2, 
P2 : P2*A+P1, 
Q2 : Q2*A+Q1, 
NEWP : P2, 
NEWQ: Q2, 
P1 : TEMPI, 
Q1 : TEMP2, 
I : I+1, 
GO (Loop), 
Out)$ 
(d7) BATCH DONE 
(c8) batch(eoun0; 
(c9) COUNT(N) := 
BLOCK( 
NUMDIGIT : 0, 
Loop, 
IF N=0 THEN RETURN(NUMDIGIT), 
N: QUOTIENT(N,10), 
NUMDIGIT : NUMDIGIT + 1, 
GO(Loop))$ 
(dl0) BATCH DONE 
(cl 1) batch(newton); 
(c12) NEWTON(U,VAR,X0,C,MAXt,MAX2,MAX3) := 
BLOCK([XN1,XN2,NEWP,NEWQ,P,Q,P1,Q1,P2,Q2,CP, CQ,N,S,NUMDIGIT], 
S : DIFF(U(X),VAR), 
N :0 ,  
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XN1 : X0, 
Loop, 
P1 : NUM(XN1), 
Q1 : DENOM(XN1), 
XN2 : XNI-SUBST(XN1,VAR,U(X))]SUBST(XNI,u 
P2 : NUM(XN2), 
Q2: DENOM(XN2), 
N: N+I, 
P : ABS(PI*Q2-QI*P2), 
Q:  ABS(QI*Q2), 
NEWP :P, 
NEWQ : Q, 
IF P=0 THEN GO(WriteRoot), 
IF P>Q THEN GO(CheckMaxffter), 
ECALGO(P,Q,MAX 1), 
COUNT(~WP), 
CP : NUMDIG1T, 
COUNT(NEWQ), 
CQ : NUMDIGIT, 
CheckConvergent, 
IF CQ - CP > C THEN GO(WriteRoot), 
CheekMaxilter, 
IF N > MAX2 THEN GO(WriteExceedN), 
XN1 :XN2, 
GO(Loop), 
WriteRoot, 
DISP("The stopping criteria on P/Q is : ",P/Q), 
DISP("The approximate equivalent value for P/Q is :",NEWP/NEWQ), 
DISPCThe actual root is :",XN2), 
DISPCThe number of iterations i  : ",N), 
ECALGO(NUM(XN2),DENOM(XN2),MAX3), 
DISP("Using the EC-algorithm, the root is approximately equal to :'5, 
DISP(NEWP/NEWQ), 
GO(Ou0, 
WriteExceedN, 
DISP("Exceed the maximum number of iterations : ",MAX2), 
Out, 
SHOWTIME:ALL )$ 
(d 13) BATCH DONE 
(c14) u(x) := x*x - 95 
(r newton(u,x,1/2,15,3,20,2 ); 
The stopping criteria on P/Q is : 
437229722086449525721876924998909265084258091394695896378868019926227835915428 
364533572144598042504540496779429903304612579893235653831265002687194717729255 
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75653312435520092549268'1562900543212890625/36893256667434135924169 810257 157 65#
617935922745152143727708381198278349638280499886727343666461722434685142287178# 
138950319204806520294629154175915448674163716354247465179950112111944928984999# 
5586230628680994022570496 
The approximate equivalent value for P/Q is : 
5 
4218978583086760279 
The actual root is : 
110679770002302407772509430773747296862443936790550875808511495457635448485957# 
500024618312384408870774224018664696843908929121923033172114023075040292172154# 
7460578413423717970299888385640130734505554357146650280602113/3689325666743413# 
592416981025791576561793592274515214372770838119827834963828049988672734366646# 
172243468514228717813895031920480652029462915417591544867416371635424746517995# 
01121119449289849995586230628680994022570496 
The number of iterations i : 
8 
Using the EC-algorithm, the root is approximately equal to : 
12815841804872232533010991613813708347 
4271947268290744177670330537937902782 
Totaltime= 3083 msec. GCtime--- 866 msec. 
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APPENDIX II : REDUCE version 
PROCEDURE ECALGO(P,Q, MAX); 
BEGIN SCALAR B1,B2,I,P1,P2,Q1,Q2,A,TEMP1,TEMP2; 
B1 := P; 
B2 := Q; 
P1 :--- 0; 
P2 := 1; 
Q1 :-- 1; 
Q2 :=0; 
I := 0; 
Loop: 
IF I > MAX or B2=0 THEN RETURN; 
TEMP2 := B2; 
B2 := REMAINDER(B 1,B2); 
A := (B 1-B2)/rrEMP2; 
B1 := TEMP2; 
TEMP1 := P2; 
TEMP2 := Q2; 
P2 := P2*A+P1; 
Q2 :--- Q2*A+Q1; 
NEWP := P2; 
NEWQ := Q2; 
P1 := TEMPI; 
Q1 :- TEMP2; 
I := I+l; 
GO TO Loop; 
END; 
PROCEDURE COUNT(N); 
BEGIN SCALAR S; 
NUMDIGIT  :ffi 0; 
LOOP: 
IF N=0 THEN RETURN NUMDIGIT; 
S := REMAINDER(N,10); 
N := (N-S)/10; 
NUMDIGIT  := NUMDIGIT  + I; 
GO TO LOOP; 
END; 
ON TIME; 
PROCEDURE NEWTON(U,X,X0,C,MAX 1,MAX2,MAX3); 
BEGIN SCALAR XNI,XN2,P,Q,P1,Q1,P2,Q2,CP,CQ,N,S; 
S := DF(U,X); 
N :-- 0; 
XN1 :--- X0; 
Loop: 
P1 := NUM(XN1); 
Q1 := DEN(XN1); 
XN2 := XN1-SUB(X=XN1,U)/SUB(X=XN1,S); 
P2 := NUM(XN2); 
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Q2 :- DEN(XN2); 
N := N+I; 
P := ABS(PI*Q2-QI*P2); 
Q := ABS(QI*Q2); 
NEWP := P; 
NEWQ := Q; 
IF P----0 THEN GO TO WriteRoot; 
IF P>Q THEN GO TO CheckMaxilter; 
ECALGO(P,Q,MAX 1); 
COUNT(NEWP); 
CP := NUMDIGIT; 
COUNT(NEWQ); 
CQ := NUMDIGIT; 
CheckConvergent: 
IF CQ - CP > C THEN GO TO WriteRoot; 
CheckMaxilter: 
IF N > MAX2 THEN GO TO WriteExceedN; 
XN1 := XN2; 
GO TO Loop; 
WriteRoot: 
WRITE "The stopping criteria on p/Q is = ",P/Q; 
WRITE "The approximate equivalent value for P/Q is =",NEWP/NEWQ; 
WRITE "The actual root is =",XN2; 
WR/TE "The number of iterations i  = ",N; 
ECALGO(NUM(XN2),DEN(XN2),MAX3); 
WRITE "Using the EC-algorithm, the root is approximately equal to ="; 
WRITE NEWP/NEWQ; 
ON NUMVAL; 
ON BIGFLOAT; 
KK := PRECISION 200; 
WRITE "The actual root obtained in floating point is ="; 
WRITE XN2; 
WRITE "The approximate root by EC-Algorithm in floating point is ="; 
WRITE NEWP/NEWQ; 
ERROR :-- XN2-NEWP/NEWQ; 
IF ERROR < 0 THEN ERROR := -ERROR; 
PRECISION KK; 
OFF NUMVAL; 
OFF BIGFLOAT; 
WRITE "The difference between the actual and approximate roots is ="; 
WRITE ERROR; 
RETURN; 
WriteExceedN: 
WRITE "Exceed the maximum number of iterations = ",N; 
SHOWTIME; 
END; 
Let u(x)--x*x-9; 
newton(u(x),x, 1/2,15,3,20,2); 
The stopping criteria on P/Q is = 
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43722972208644952572187692499890926508425809139469589637886801992622783591 
542836453357214459804250454049677942990330461257989323565383126500268719 
4717729255756533124355200925492681562900543212890625 
368932566674341359241698102579157656179359227451521437277083811982783496 
382804998867273436664617224346851422871781389503192048065202946291541759 
154486741637163542474651799501121119449289849995586230628680994022570496 
The approximamequivalentvalueforP/Q is = 
5 
4218978583086760279 
The actual rootis = 
1106797700023024077725094307737472968624439367905508758085114954576354484 
859575000246183123844088707742240186646968439089291219230331721140230750 
402921721547460578413423717970299888385640130734505554357146650280602113 
368932566674341359241698102579157656179359227451521437277083811982783496 
382804998867273436664617224346851422871781389503192048065202946291541759 
154486741637163542474651799501121119449289849995586230628680994022570496 
The number ofiterations i = 8 
Using the EC-algorithm, the rootis approximately equal to= 
12815841804872232533010991613813708347 
4271947268290744177670330337937902782 
The actual root obtained in floating point is -- 
3.000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00023 40852 86450 67092 2 
9085 39964 55072 81099 43493 76316 07192 02819 36788 69679 10969 03 
300 50695 34899 06658 87492 55511 80335 64474 76583 41209 59571 338 
75 31065 16084 33201 22136 97356 51190 4 
The approximate root by EC-Algorithm in floating point is = 
3.000 0(K)~ 00000 000~ 00000 00000 00000 00023 40852 86450 67092 2 
9085 39964 55072 81099 20145 91043 51528 57223 08219 76937 89486 00 
956 42369 99121 25793 39434 89623 72404 49702 76843 68207 32384 255 
36 02091 84721 10603 65781 48236 88118 3 
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The difference between the actual and approximate roots is = 
2.334 78527 25566 34559 62856 89274 12148 30234 40832 53577 78086 5 
4805 76588 80793 11477 19973 97300 22718 70833 92897 33136 32259 75 
635 54911 96307 2109 E -74 
TIME: 5644 MS 
